Costume Design Class
Instructor: Emily Irene Peck
Homeschool Performing Arts Academy at Expression City in
Brentwood, TN

These are the lectures and materials I used for a 9 session costume
design class in early 2020. This class was for homeschooled teen
students at a performing arts academy.
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Class Outline
Lecture(s)

Activity

Assignment

1.

Costume Design
Process Overview

2.

Play Analysis

Choose from a selection of short plays

Read short
play
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Character Analysis

Students drew different ‘stock character’ types from a
hat and discussed examples of characters in pop culture
that fit that type

Character
profile

4.

Design Basics,
Research

Discussion of example art pieces and how different
elements/principles of design are present in them

5.

Paperwork

6.

Collaboration,
Wardrobe

Videos Used

Reading from https://www.yo
utube.com/watc
h?v=W2Ja2uAOV
Zo

https://www.yo
utube.com/watc
h?v=iSbm21bhXV
k
https://www.yo
utube.com/watc
h?v=k1npitnxdQs
Costume
Plot/ Piece
List

Wardrobe Relay Race

https://www.yo
utube.com/watc
h?v=vniF_eRAsxc
https://www.yo
utube.com/watc
h?v=wrTmQ8EslO
w

7.

Renderings and vision
boards,
Fabric Structure

Follow along drawing video
Choose fabric swatches

Final Project

8.

Batik dyed handkerchief

Final Project

9.

Final Project Presentations

https://www.yo
utube.com/watc
h?v=cXf5F_j2uc0
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Week 1
Costume Design Process Overview
1. Read the play
2. Play analysis
Design Meeting(s) with Director

3. Character analysis
4. Visuals & Paperwork- Design
Production Meetings

5. Execution
a. Shopping
b. Costume shop discussions/building

6. Fittings
a. Photos, alterations

7. Dress rehearsals
a. Combining design elements
b. Final alterations/adjustments

Class Session- We did introductions, watched the video Backstage at "Wicked" with
Costume Designer Susan Hilferty, went through this handout, and discussed
questions.
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Week 2
Play Analysis

● Plot Structure
○ Linear Plot

From “Interpreting the Play Script” by Anne Fliotsos
■ Exposition- Information about characters, setting, etc shared by
the playwright.
■ Inciting incident- An event or action happens that intrudes on the
status quo and starts a chain of events
■ Rising Action- A series of small or moderate crises set off by the
inciting incident. They push the conflict of the story to build and
often get more complicated.
■ Crisis/Climax- The moment of greatest tension or emotion in the
story. Often considered the “point of no return”
■ Falling Action- The “fallout” or result of the action that happens
in the climax. The unraveling of previous conflicts.
■ Resolution- The central conflict is solved.
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○ Episodic/Nonlinear Plot

■ From “Interpreting the Play Script” by Anne Fliotsos
■ A series of scenes
● Mood
○ How does the play feel? Does it vary in different scenes? How does that
line up with the plays structure?
● Theme
○ “This play is about _______” (Family relationships, romantic love, civil
rights)
○ Could this play be about something else to someone else?
● Setting
○ Where is the play set?
■ Could it be set in any other place and the story still make sense?
○ What time is the play set in?
■ What current events were happening at that time? How did they
affect people living at that time?
■ Could it be set in any other time and the story still make sense?
● When the play was written
○ Was it written in a specific style or movement of the time?
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○ What are the conventions in the play that correspond to the time it was
written- or not?
○ What was going on in the world at the time it was written? Does that
have an effect on what the play is trying to say or it’s theme?
Class Session- We spoke briefly about the final project, talked through this handout,
and the students each chose a short play to work with for the rest of the course.
The students were assigned to read the plays they choose.
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Week 3
Character Analysis
Types of Characters
RolesProtagonist- Main Character. Without this person there would be no story.
Antagonist- Character most opposing or creating obstacles for the protagonist.
Can also be a secondary character.
Secondary Character- Characters who are not the protagonist but still relevant
to the plot. Major characters who are not the protagonist.
Tertiary Character- Characters who are not the protagonist and have less
effect on the plot than secondary characters. Minor characters.
Foil- A character meant to contrast the protagonist or other character. Can also
be a secondary character.
Love Interest- If there is a romance plot in the story this character is the
romantic partner or potential romantic partner of another character. Can also be a
secondary character.
Confidant- Someone the protagonist confides in or gets advice from. Can also
be a secondary character.

QualitiesDynamic- A character that evolves over the course of a story, changing their
point of view, opinions, or personal character in some way. Protagonists are almost
always dynamic.
Static- A character that does not change or go through any personal growth
throughout a story.
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Flat- A character the audience does not get much information about.
Undeveloped personality.
Round- A developed character the audience gets much information about. Fully
developed personality.
Symbolic- A character who represents ideas relevant to the themes of the
story.

Stock Characters/ArchetypesCommedia Dell'arte○ Zanni
■ Low class servant. Clown, comedic. Root of the word “Zany”
○ Pantalone
■ Older, wealthy merchant.
○ Il Dorrore- The Doctor
■ Medieval “Doctor”- medical or lawyer etc.
○ Arlecchino (Harlequin)
■ Faithful servant and clown. Higher in rank than Zanni
○ Columbina
■ Mischievous maid
○ Il Capitano (The Captain)
■ Deceitful and boastful soldier.
○ The Innamorati (The lovers)
■ Young lovers.
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Visualizing Character Traits
From The Magic Garment by Rebecca Cunningham
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Class Session- At the start of class each student drew a slip of paper with a stock character
or character archetype on it and were instructed to think of popular characters that might
exemplify that type. We then went through and discussed this hand out. Assigned was the
following Character Analysis worksheet.
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Assignment:
Character Analysis Worksheet
Fill one one copy of this worksheet for each of the characters in your short play. Use these
answers to begin considering how your characters may dress or look to reflect these traits.
If you prefer to type your responses, please number your document in this way.

1. What kind of character is this?
a. What is their role? ____________________________________________
b. What are their qualities? _______________________________________
c. Do they fit into any stock character types? If so, which?
___________________________________________________________
2. What are the character’s physical characteristics?
a. Age: __________
b. Physical appearance: _________________________________________
c. Health/wellness:______________________________________________
d. Ethnic background or race:_____________________________________
3. What are the character’s mental characteristics?
a. Education/intelligence: ________________________________________
b. Are they grounded in reality? ___________________________________
4. What are the character’s personality traits?
a. Are they introverted or extroverted? ______________________________
b. What is their emotional state? Does this change throughout the play?
___________________________________________________________
5. What is the character’s social status or rank?
a. Economic status:_____________________________________________
b. Religion:____________________________________________________
c. Profession:__________________________________________________
d. Social standing with peers:_____________________________________
e. Political viewpoint:____________________________________________
6. What is the character’s objective or motivation?
____________________________________________________________________
7. Are there any specific references in the script to reflect this character’s
clothing or appearance? If so, what?
____________________________________________________________________
8. Do you have any other relevant information about the character that relates to
their personality or appearance?
____________________________________________________________________
Adapted from Box 2.E Designer Checklist II: Character Information in The Magic Garment by Rebecca
Cunningham
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Week 4
Design Basics

From
tobytseblog.wordpress
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Research

Two Main TypesPrimary: Firsthand accounts. Original documents from that time. Newspaper clippings,
journal entries, art produced during that time of that time, recorded conversation, garments
from that time period, fashion plates from that time period, etc.
Secondary: Based on primary sources. Encyclopedias, textbooks, documentaries, etc.
Anything someone has written about a certain time period after that time period.
ResourcesPrimary:
Met Costume Archives Fashion Plateshttps://www.metmuseum.org/art/libraries-and-research-centers/watson-digital-collections/c
ostume-institute-collections/costume-institute-fashion-plates
Met Costume Collectionhttps://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search?department=8#
Victoria and Albert Fashion Collectionhttps://collections.vam.ac.uk/category/fashion/THES48957/
Back issues of fashion magazines- libraries
A note about conservation bias- Many still-existing historic garments were owned by
people of a higher class. Why? Before clothing was as cheap and accessible as it was today
most garments were worn over and over for years and repaired and reworked until they could
no longer be worn- especially clothes owned by working class people. The garments that
survived are more commonly special occasion clothes or owned by wealthy individuals. This
affects our view now of a time period’s fashion.
Secondary:
Costume History Texts
The Complete Costume History: From Ancient Times to the 19th Century by
Auguste Racinet
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The Chronicle of Western Fashion by John Peacock
Dressed Podcast https://www.iheart.com/podcast/105-dressed-the-history-of-fas-29000690/
National Geographic
Janet Arnold Bookshttps://www.amazon.com/Janet-Arnold/e/B000APR3TQ%3Fref=dbs_a_mng_rwt_scns_share
History Textbooks
Documentaries

Non Historic ResearchYou can and should research any experience different from your own. This includes people of
our current time who are a different age from you, live in a different place from you, or are
members of a different culture than you to people, characters, or settings who do not exist at
all.
Ideas for contemporary researchPeople watching
Looking up photos of a place you haven’t been to
Looking up cultural organizationsDigital people watching- social media
Travel
Observation
Fantasy researchWatch movies
Read books
Look at other fantasy work
Fairy tales
Myths and legends

Class Session- We watched the videos The Elements of Art. . . Defined! And The Principles
of Design. . . Defined!. We also discussed this handout
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Week 5
Paperwork
Scheduling

From The Magic Garment
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Costume plot

From The
Magic Garment
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From wmstheater.blogspot
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Measurement sheet

From Nashville Repertory
Theatre

Measurement “Cheat Sheet”
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Pull/buy/build sheet
Character

Item

Pull/Buy/Build

Jackie- Sc1

Blue Dress

Build

White hat

Pull

Stockings

Buy

$20 est
discountdance.com

Tan Shoes

Buy

$50 est

Jackie- Sc2

Red dress

Pull

Alteration

James- Sc1

Grey 3p Suit

Buy

Red tie

Pull

Red socks

Buy

Black shoes

Buy

Brown tweed pants

Build

Dress shirt white

Pull

Brown Shoes

Pull

James- Sc2

Notes

Fabric from Textile
Fabrics
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Tech drawings/flats

From
christinamanolatos.com
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Makeup Maps

From
ohmyblushbeauty.wordpress

Class Session- We discussed different types of paperwork costume designers may make or
interact with. Students were assigned to make a costume plot/piece list for their short
plays.
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Week 6
Collaboration
Roles on the production team and in the costume shop

● Director
○ Provides the vision for the production
■ Designers support
● Other designers
○ Scenic
■ Sets the world of the production
■ Strongest example of color palette
○ Audio
■ Amplify actors and embellish the world of the production
■ Special concerns- mic packs
○ Lights
■ Illuminate actors and unify the production
■ Special concerns● How does light affect the appearance of costumes?
● Hats- can shadow face
○ Props
■ Set dressing and hand props
■ Special concerns- What determines if something is either a prop
or costume?
● Costume shop
○ Manager
■ Manages day-to-day operations of the costume shop and it’s
workers.
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● Essential in executing vision
○ Cutter/draper
■ Translates rendering to pattern
○ Stitcher
■ Reports to cutter/draper and/or shop manager
■ Sews/assembles costumes
○ Crafts artist
■ Dyes/paints fabric, works with non-fabric materials (leather,
metal, etc)
○ Milliner
■ Hatmaker
● Wardrobe
○ Upholds costume designers vision throughout the run of the production &
Provides assistance to actors
● Stage Management
○ Communication
■ Scheduling
■ Communication between the rehearsals and the designers
● Actors/performers
○ Develop/analyse characters
○ Portray characters
○ Special concerns- fittings
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Wardrobe

Objective- Uphold costume designer’s vision throughout the run of the production
Track Sheet

From
KingdomCity
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Quick Changes
Prep

From dramatics.org
Maintenance
Ironing
Steaming
Laundry
Repair

Class Session- We went through the Collaboration handout and then the Wardrobe handout.
The students then did a wardrobe themed relay race. Station 1 was hanging up a number of
button up shirts, station 2 was checking in costume pieces on an inventory sheet, station 3
was a quick change with a volunteer classmate.
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Week 7
Fabric Structure

Fabric Composition
● Fiber- What the
yarn is made of
○ Natural vs
synthetic
fiber

Yarn Type
● How the yarn is
twisted○ s or z twist
○ How tightly
the yarn is
twisted

Fabric Structure
● Knit
● Weave
○ Hundreds of
types

All of these factors affect the characteristics of a fabric including what it looks like,
how it hangs on the body, how it interacts with the body, and what we call it.
Example- Silk =/= Satin. Silk is a fiber. Satin is a weave. Satin can be made out of silk
but can also be made out of polyester (a synthetic fiber), rayon, cotton- really any
fiber. For some reason when a satin is woven out of cotton it’s called sateen.
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Warp Knit

Weft Knit

Class Session- We went through the Fabric Structure handout first. Then we looked at
physical examples of collages, moodboards, and renderings. We watched the video Learn To
Draw Croquis Fashion Sketches and then followed along with the video pausing at each
step. Lastly the final project was introduced and the students were given access to a supply
of fabric swatches, magazines, etc to begin working on their final projects.

Assignment:
Costume Design Final Project
Please design each of the characters in your short play. Take into consideration play
analysis, character analysis, the setting of the play, etc.
1. Final designs must include one color drawing, collage, or mood board for
each character.
2. Your designs must be presented on paper- NOT digitally.
3. A fabric swatch for each article of clothing each character is wearing
must be taped or stapled next to each garment.
a. You can use the swatches provided or source your own fabric
swatches.
4. The name of the show, the character’s name, and your name must be
displayed prominently on each drawing, mood board, or collage.
5. Take the time to display your designs professionally. Use a heavy paper
like drawing paper to draw on or mix media paper to collage on. Take
care with your lettering and the attachment of each fabric swatch.
6. Be prepared to talk about your design in class. This includes the themes,
mood, and characters of your play and how your design relates to them.
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Week 8
Batik Activity
Class Session- In this session each student used batik technique to dye a bandana in a design
of their choosing.

Week 9
Final Project Presentations

